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Abstract
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is an emerging technology that shows great promise for
various applications both for mass public and military. The sensing technology combined with
processing power and wireless communication makes it lucrative for being exploited in
abundance in future. In many important military and commercial applications, it is critical to
protect a sensor network from malicious attacks, which presents a demand for providing
security mechanisms in the network.
In this paper, we propose a new approach of an Intrusion Detection Based Security
Solution for Cluster-Based Wireless Sensor Networks. In the proposed methodology, an
efficient MAC address based intruder tracking system has been developed for early intruder
detection and its prevention.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), Cluster Head (CH), Base Station (BS),
Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
1.

Introduction

Security is becoming a major concern for protocol designers of WSN because of the
broad security-critical applications of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). To protect a
network, there are usually several security requirements, which should be considered in the
design of a security protocol, including confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity. An
effective security protocol should provide services to meet these requirements. In many
cases, no matter how carefully we design a security infrastructure for a network, attackers
may still find a way to break into it and launch attacks from the inside of the network. If they
just keep quiet to eavesdrop on traffic flows, they can stay safe without being detected. If
they behave more actively to disrupt the network communications, there will be some
anomalies, indicating the existence of malicious intrusion or attacks. An intrusion can be
defined as a set of actions that can lead to an unauthorized access or alteration of the wireless
network system. Intrusion detection mechanisms can detect malicious intruders based on
those anomalies. Intrusion detection system (IDS) attempts to monitor computer networks
and systems, detecting possible intrusions in the network, and alerting users after intrusions
had been detected, reconfiguring the network if this is possible [1], [2]. Usually, the
neighbors of a malicious node are the first entities learning those abnormal behaviors.
Therefore, it is convenient to let each node monitor its neighbors such that intrusion detection
mechanisms can be triggered as soon as possible.
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In case of cluster-based hierarchical routing wireless sensor network, network topology
depend on communication range of the nodes, location information, distance between the
nodes and remaining battery power [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. An intruder can manipulate these
parameters to mount spoofed, altered, or replayed routing information attack and attract the
network towards it to create a sinkhole. This sink hole may turn into black hole if it absorbs
the data completely. These protocols transmit data in multi-hop so intermediate nodes take the
responsibility of data aggregation/fusion and forward data to upper level. An adversary who
joins the network in setup phase can selectively forward data to upper level and change the
data to lead data integrity attack. Attacker can mount adversary nodes with same id in
different place of the network and actively join the network. These nodes generate the false
data and disrupt the data communication. Also, in multi-hop hierarchical routing, whenever a
node sends data to another node, it expects an acknowledgement from the receiving node.
Adversary nodes may take the benefit of this and send false acknowledgement for weak and
dead nodes to convince the network as alive.
In this paper, we propose Intrusion Detection Based Security Solution for Cluster-Based
Wireless Sensor Networks. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the
related previous works. Section 3 describes the proposed security system. Section 4 provides
summary of corrective actions and security solutions for WSN. Conclusion is given in Section
5.

2.

Related Previous Works

Continuous monitoring may be energy consuming, which is not desirable in WSNs.
Therefore, a cluster-based detection approach is developed for WSNs in Ref. [12]. In this
approach, a network is divided into clusters. Each cluster head monitors its cluster members.
All the members in a cluster are further divided into groups and the groups take turns to
monitor the cluster head. Not all the sensor nodes keep monitoring, thus reducing the overall
network energy cost.
The security protocol proposed in Ref. [10] uses local monitoring, in which a neighbor of
both a sender and a receiver can oversee the communication behaviors of the receiver. If the
receiver has any abnormal behavior on the received packets, it may be detected. If the number
of abnormal behaviors is larger than a threshold, the neighbors of the detected malicious node
refuse to receive packets from and send packets to it so that the malicious node is isolated
from the network.
In Ref. [11], a reputation-based framework is established, in which each node holds
reputations for other nodes. Based on the observations of whether other nodes are cooperative
or not, those reputations are updated through an iterative procedure and are used as criteria to
decide whether a node is malicious or not.

3.

Proposed Intrusion Detection Based Security Solution

The emphasis of our approach is to detect and prevent the intruder in the sensor network by
implementing MAC address based intruder tracking system.
Basic assumption:

The Base Station (BS) is located far from the sensors and immobile.

The BS has the information about the location of each node.

Assume 100 nodes in the network.
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 Nodes in the network are not dynamic while the Cluster Heads (CHs) are being
selected
Function of Base Station:
 All nodes are able to send data to BS via Cluster Head.
 Base station has all the information regarding each Cluster (number and MAC
address)
 The removal or addition of any node in a Cluster is monitored by the Base Station.
 Poll status of each node is received with MAC address.
 Base station runs task of MAC address tracking, MAC address history and
management of database.
 The Base Station has the capability to seize the operation of any node in the network
Function of Cluster Head:
 Cluster Heads keep track of each node and sends periodic status information to the
Base Station.
 Cluster heads receives data from its nodes and sends necessary information
 Cluster Heads (CHs) transmits data to Base Station after performing data reception
and compression

3.1 Layout of the Wireless Senor Network
As shown in Fig. 1, let us assume a wireless sensor network consisting of 10 Cluster heads
(CH01 to CH10) with their node forming the clusters. Nodes send data to their respective
cluster heads (CHs) within each cluster. As shown in Fig. 2, the CH collects data from each
node, compresses the data and transmits it to the Base Station (BS). CHs keep track of each
node and send periodic status information to the BS.

Fig. 1 Layout of Wireless Senor Network

Fig. 2 Data communication between
nodes and its CH

BS exchanges data from nodes through the cluster heads. It keeps track of the healthiness of all
the nodes in each cluster by checking the MAC address information sent by each CH. As
illustrated in Fig. 3, any change in cluster architecture due to change in CH or re-organization
of the clusters is controlled and monitored by the BS. For example, let us assume that an
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intruder comes in this wireless sensor network. It tries to communicate with one of the nearest
available node and become a part of this network as depicted in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Intruder introduced in

3.2 Possible Intrusion
The intruder can try to merge into the network system in the following two ways:
Case1 — Intruder tries to bond with one of the nodes in a cluster
Case2 — Intruder tries to bond with a Cluster Head of a cluster
Case 1:
Let us assume that the intruder identifies N15, N9 and N6 in the first cluster as the nearest
possible nodes. Shown in Fig. 5, the intruder tries to communicate with one of the nodes
(N15, N9 or N6) with hidden MAC address in listen mode only.

Fig. 5 Intruder trying to communicate
communicate with its nearest node

Fig. 6 Intruder trying to
with node N9

Finally the intruder identifies node N9 in the first cluster to be the nearest node. As depicted
in Fig. 6, it tries to communicate with the node N9 with hidden MAC address in listen mode
only. It successfully bonds with node N9 in listen mode keeping its identity hidden. The
intruder has the capability of interpreting the packets being sent and received by node N9.
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The MAC address of the node N9 and the MAC address of the CH can be deciphered by the
intruder which shall help it to merge into the network, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 Intruder establishes communication
create a with N9 in listen mode

Fig. 8 Intruder tries to
duplicate node N9'

As illustrated in Fig. 8, with the information of the MAC address of the node N9 and CH, the
intruder tries to create a duplicate node N9' and duplicate CH as CH01'. The basic intention is
to route the information through intruder and shutdown the node N9. The moment intruder
tries to route data through the duplicate identity; the CH identifies un-known MAC address of
the intruder. This information is passed immediately to the BS to take the necessary corrective
action, as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 Un-known MAC address identified by Cluster Head

As a corrective action the BS broadcasts an alarm to all the CHs regarding identity of the
intruder. The Cluster Head CH01 is instructed to block the receiving and sending of data to
ensure that the intruder can no longer infect the functioning of the wireless sensor network.
This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10 Base station identifies intruder and broadcasts information to all CHs

Case 2:
Let us assume that the intruder identifies Cluster Head CH01 as the nearest possible node. As
illustrated in Fig. 11 (a) and (b), the intruder tries to communicate with CH01 with hidden
MAC address in listen mode only.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 Intruder trying to communicate with Cluster Head CH01

The intruder successfully bonds with Cluster Head CH01 in listen mode keeping its identity
hidden. The intruder has the capability of interpreting the packets being sent and received by
CH01. As shown in Fig. 12, the MAC address of the CH01 can be deciphered by the intruder
which shall help it to merge into the network.

Fig. 12 Intruder establishes communication with
create a Cluster Head CH01 in listen mode
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With the information of the MAC address of CH01 the intruder tries to create a duplicate
Cluster Head CH01', as shown in Fig. 13. The basic intention is to route the information
through intruder and shutdown the Cluster Head CH01. The moment intruder tries to route
data through the duplicate identity, CH identifies un-known MAC address of the intruder.
This information is passed immediately to the Base Station to take the necessary corrective
action, as shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14 Un-known MAC address identified by Base Station

As a corrective action the BS broadcasts an alarm to all the CHs regarding the identity of the
intruder. As shown in Fig. 15, the Cluster Head CH01 is instructed to block the receiving and
sending of data to ensure that the intruder can no longer infect the functioning of the wireless
sensor network.

Fig. 15 Base Station identifies intruder and broadcasts information to all CHs
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Flow chart in Fig. 16 illustrates the logic of the proposed intrusion detection based security
solutions for cluster-based wireless sensor networks.

Fig. 16 Intrusion detection for cluster-based wireless sensor network
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4.

Summary of Corrective Actions and Security Solutions

Case 1 — Intruder tries to bond with one of the nodes in a cluster
 The Base Station collects all the information (location, MAC address, etc) of the intruder. The
Base Station issues a command to the intruder to seize its operation (Fig. 10).
 After the intruder has gone down the Cluster Head CH01 revives the affected node N9.
 Hence the functioning of the wireless network is restored. Case
2 — Intruder tries to bond with a Cluster Head in a cluster
 The Base Station collects all the information (location, MAC address, etc) of the intruder. The
Base Station issues a command to the intruder to seize its operation (Fig. 15).
 After the intruder has gone down the BS revives the affected Cluster Head CH01.
 Hence the functioning of the wireless network is restored.
Effect on Enery Efficiency of the Wireless Network
 Same energy is used for sending any message to one or many receivers. Hence, if an intruder
is reading the data (in listen node) sent by any node, no additional energy is used by that
node.
 When an intruder tries to replace a node or CH, number of send/receive messages are
executed. In such case, the send and receive messages are limited as the BS takes immediate
action to block the intruder.
 Minimal energy is spent to revive the effected part of wireless network
 Entire security algorithms are handled by the BS. Therefore, no extra load of security
detection system is given on the nodes or CHs
Steps for preventingfuture attacks
 Ensure that the security algorithm / firewall in the Base Station is updated
 An automatic system could be designed which changes the working frequency and channel of
the wireless network when an intruder attacks the network
 A more rugged encryption and user authentication system to be deployed

5.

Simulation Results

Table 1 shows comparison of various papers published on intrusion detection method for
security system of wireless sensor networks [13], [14].
Table : 1 - Comparison of Various Intruder Detection Methods

Parameters
Method

Roman et all [13]
Proposed BS Based
Detection
Base Station detects the
Few nodes are given
intruder using
the rights which act as
information sent by the
watchdogs to detect
individual Cluster Heads intruders

Bhatnagar et all [14]
Nodes
detects
intruders and passes
the information to the
nearest
dominator
which passes
the
information to the base
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Network
Overhead

Energy
Efficiency

Low (Base Station runs
the detection algorithm)

Moderate(Few
watchdog nodes runs
the
detection
algorithm)
High
(No
extra Moderate
(Extra
transmission for intruder transmission
by
detection)
watchdog nodes for
intruder detection)

station
High (Each node runs
the
detection
algorithm)
Low
(Extra
transmission by each
nodes for
intruder
detection)

The result of the proposed system has been further simulated with various assumptions as
given below:





Assumptions
Power consumption assumed for each receive & transmit is 50 nJ/bit
A 10 KB message is being sent by the intruder to the nodes per mS.
A 5 KB alarm message is being sent by the node as intruder alarm per mS.
Power consumed by execution of intruder detection algorithm is 5 nJ/bit
Power consumption per node for Intruder detection system
Power consumption to handle intruder detection and generating alarm (E

Power
=
consumption due to receiving of packet from intruder + Power consumption due to
processing of intruder detection algorithm + Power consumption due to sending the
alarm message
consume )

E consume = (E rx x Data Packet ) + (E process x Data Packet) + (E tx x Alarm Packet)
= (50 x 10-9 x 10 x 103 ) + (5 x 10-9 x 10 x 103 ) + (50 x 10-9 x 5 x 103 ) =
0.8 mJ / mS


Case study example
Let us assume a network comprising of 100 nodes with 10 clusters and 10 Cluster heads



Let us assume a single intruder in the network system
Case 1 : Proposed Base Station based detection system
Power consumed = E
Heads
consume x Number of Cluster
= 0.8 x 10 mJ/mS
= 8 mJ/mS
Case 2 : Normal Sensor Node based detection system
Power consumed = E
Nodes
consume x Number of
= 0.8 x 100 mJ/mS
= 80 mJ/mS
Table 2 shows comparison of power consumption resulting from the overhead due to

intrusion detection algorithm for various number of nodes and cluster heads for the proposed
system and normal sensor node based detection system
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Table 2: Comparison of Power Consumption due to intruder overhead

No. of
Nodes in
the
network
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500

No. of Cluster
heads in each
network
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Proposed Base
Station based
detection System
(mJ/mS)
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40

Normal Sensor
Node based
detection
System
(mJ/mS)
40
80
120
160
200
240
280
320
360
400

As shown in Figure 17, proposed system consumes negligible additional power for
implementing intrusion detection based security solution. Also, it is very energy-efficient as
compared to conventional sensor node based system.

Fig : 17 - Comparison of Power Consumption due to intruder overhead

6.

Conclusion

In this paper we have illustrated MAC address based intruder tracking system for cluster-based
wireless sensor networks. This proposed system implements base station based detection and
thus is very energy-efficient for early detection and prevention of security threats and attacks.
Early detection and prevention of the intruder by efficient security system can prevent many
problems like slowing down of the network, sending of fake data, etc. By designing a security
system in which the Base Station (BS) keeps track of the security
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of the Wireless network, high security can be ensured without any significant energy
overheads on individual nodes and cluster heads.
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